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1. Confirmation of Sub-Committee Business
RECOMMENDED
That the following approvals granted by the Swimming Pools Sub-Committee under delegated
authority (Environment Committee Minute R.13/14.166) be confirmed:
•

S & J Hill – 12 Lakings Road, Blenheim - exemption to install a Coverstar safety pool cover
in lieu of a fence (exemption pursuant to section 6 of the Fencing of Swimming Pools
Act 1987).

•

M Elkington and A Boock – 201 Oakwood Lane, Witherlea, Blenheim - exemption to install a
Save-T 3 safety pool cover in lieu of a fence (exemption pursuant to section 6 of the Fencing
of Swimming Pools Act 1987).

•

R Beardsworth - 19A Adams Lane, Blenheim - exemption to install an Eclipse Coverstar
safety pool cover in lieu of a fence (exemption pursuant to section 6 of the Fencing of
Swimming Pools Act 1987).

•

A & P Young, 110 Ben Morven Road, RD 2, Blenheim - exemption to install a Save T3 safety
pool cover in lieu of a fence (exemption pursuant to section 6 of the Fencing of Swimming
Pools Act 1987).

•

P Morice & K Fowler – 502 Middle Renwick Road, Blenheim - exemption to install a Save T3
safety pool cover in lieu of a fence (exemption pursuant to section 6 of the Fencing of
Swimming Pools Act 1987).

•

R S & L J Findlater – 7 Rutledge Street, Blenheim - approval to use a lockable cover on an
unfenced spa pool (exemption pursuant to section 6 of the Fencing of Swimming Pools
Act 1987).
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2. Analysis of Radon Data from the Wairau River and
Adjoining Wairau Plains Aquifer - February 2014
(also refer to separate attachment)

(Clr Jerram) (Report prepared by Peter Davidson)

E345-007-001

Purpose
1.

Present the Environmental Science and Research report on the distribution and levels of radon gas
in Wairau River water and groundwater in the adjoining Wairau Aquifer (attached separately).

Background
2.

The Council is investigating the reasons for the small but persistent decline in Wairau Aquifer levels
in the Conders area since the early 1980s, as this has implications for the future productivity of
domestic, irrigation and municipal water supply from wells if the trend continues over the longer
term.

3.

The most obvious cause is a decline in the rate at which Wairau River recharges the Wairau
Aquifer through natural losses of channel flow.

4.

The Wairau Aquifer is the predominant groundwater resource underlying the Wairau Plain and the
main source of water supply for all purposes.

5.

Council hydrologists and river engineers are collaborating on a series of projects to explain the
declining trend in well levels. The focus being on the exchange of water between the Wairau River
and adjoining Wairau Aquifer and how this might be changing over time.

6.

Other investigations currently underway include:
(a)

Developing a hydraulic model to investigate the sensitivity of the recharge rate to gravel
extraction or natural changes in the longitudinal channel grade, wetted area of floods and
whether the channel is perched above the water table instead of being embedded within the
aquifer.

(b)

Continuous Wairau River flow site at three new sites upstream of Tuamarina to measure
simultaneous channel losses which, by implication, represent Wairau Aquifer recharge.

(c)

Continuous measurement of Spring Creek flow and land surface recharge to inversely
calculate the river recharge rate.

(d)

Six hourly temperature measurements at 10 wells located along the south bank of the
Wairau River where aquifer recharge occurs. Wairau River water has a large range in
temperature from winter to summer. The larger the corresponding variation in water
temperature on neighbouring groundwater wells the more the well is influenced by recharge.

7.

The information gained is adding to a gradually evolving picture rather than providing major
breakthroughs or overnight advances in knowledge.

8.

A greater understanding of the flow mechanics are also needed as the Wairau Aquifer becomes
fully allocated on paper and in practice, for optimising water allocation by dynamically matching
consents with natural rates of recharge.

Comments
9.

Radon gas naturally occurs in Wairau River water due to the breakdown of minerals forming the
channel sediments, however concentrations are very low because it degasses into the atmosphere
at a faster rate than it is replenished.

10.

Conversely, concentrations of radon gas are much higher in groundwater which is in constant
contact with the gravels that replenish the gas from the breakdown of rock minerals, and is also
isolated from the atmospheric sink.
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11.

Radon gas can be used to trace the interaction of Wairau River with the Wairau Aquifer by
mapping concentrations in wells along the channel margin before it reaches equilibrium in
groundwater, allowing the principal recharge zone at a particular time to be defined.

12.

The difference in time it takes to reach the new equilibrium provides a travel time also which is
used to calculate gravel hydraulic conductivity based on an assumed aquifer porosity.

Summary
13.

Both the radon gas and temperature measurements support the historic loss gaugings which show
significant recharge occurs in the Wairau River reach between the Waihopai River and Wratts
Road.

14.

The estimated groundwater velocities through the alluvial gravels of the aquifer were 94 metres/day
in the Conders area upstream of the State Highway 6 bridge and less than 25 metres/day in
downstream area around Wratts Road. This means the gravels in the vicinity of the Conders area
upstream of State Highway 6 are more transmissive than those downstream and as a
consequence will pass more water for the same hydraulic gradient.

15.

The delayed response of groundwater temperature in wells close to the channel to changes in
Wairau River temperature implies the recharge mechanism is indirect and may mean the Wairau
River is perched above the Wairau Aquifer.

RECOMMENDED
That the “Analysis of Radon Data from the Wairau River and Adjoining Wairau Plains Aquifer
February 2014” report be received.
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3. Significant Natural Areas Project - Annual Report 2013/14
(also refer to separate attachment)

(Clr Jerram) (Report prepared by Nicky Eade)

E310-006-001

Purpose
1.

This report provides a summary of results of the Significant Natural Areas project (SNA) over the
one year period from July 2013 to June 2014. (“Summary Report on the Results of the Significant
Natural Areas Project 2013-2014” attached separately).

2.

Nicky Eade will provide a presentation on the Significant Natural Areas Project (5 minutes).

Background
3.

Through the Resource Management Act 1991 and its subsequent amendments, the Council has a
role in maintaining and protecting indigenous biodiversity and significant natural areas in the
Marlborough region.

4.

Since 2001, through the SNA, extensive field based ecological surveys have been carried out on
private land throughout large parts of the Marlborough District. A landowner assistance project to
follow up with practical protection work was established in 2003, along with a monitoring
programme to assess the effectiveness of the protection work. All of this work has been
approached as a partnership with landowners who have participated voluntarily. A working group
comprising the Council, Department of Conservation staff and landowner representatives has
assisted with managing the project.

Ecological Survey Work
5.

The active phase of the ecological survey work is now complete, although there is scope for further
surveys at the request of landowners.

6.

Over the last annual period two new properties were surveyed at the request of the landowners.

7.

This brings the total number of properties surveyed since 2001 to 282 (75% of those approached).
A total of 94 landowners declined to participate (25% of those approached). A total of
708 significant natural areas have been identified, with a combined area of 45, 099 hectares.

8.

In addition, a separate wetland identification programme has been carried out between 2010 and
2013 and more than 1,000 new sites have been identified through this programme. Once finalised,
these are likely to be incorporated into the SNA programme and become eligible for protection
assistance.

Protection Projects
9.

In the annual period from July 2013 to June 2014 only one new protection project on private land
has been funded through the programme, with a further four additional projects prepared but
deferred for the next annual period for a variety of reasons. This brings the total number of
protected sites to 81.

10.

In addition, Council supported 18 ongoing projects (which have already been counted as new
projects in previous reports) and a further six Tui to Town planting projects.

Monitoring Work
11.

Monitoring of the sites that have been the subject of protection work was initiated in 2006 and has
been repeated on a biennial basis since that time.

12.

In the 2013/14 monitoring round 25 sites were visited on 16 properties. Nine of these were new
sites being monitored for the first time. A total of seven sites (on six properties) were not visited
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this time around, five sites because visits were not considered necessary and two due to difficulties
in contacting the landowners.
13.

Weed control is an issue in a number of sites. Fences are generally in good condition, although
ongoing maintenance is required in two cases, with one other fence needing serious attention.

14.

Work is progressing on development of a further monitoring programme to assess the extent and
condition of a representative sample of the other SNA sites (more than 600) not covered by this
current monitoring programme.

Seed Collection Work
15.

Seed collection continues to be an important component of the overall SNA project (including the
Tui to Town project) as it ensures that the local plant nurseries can produce locally sourced native
plants for restoration and planting projects. A consultant is employed to carry out some targeted
collection on an annual basis. This year was a “mast” year with very good seed production of
some native tree species. Rimu seed was collected for the first time, along with black beech,
kahikatea and other species.

Tui to Town Project
16.

The Tui to Town project was launched in 2008 as a subset of the SNA project, which promotes the
protection of natural areas of ecological value. The SNA surveys have confirmed that very little
natural habitat remains on the Wairau Plain area of Marlborough and the Tui to Town project is
designed to promote habitat restoration in this area.

17.

The Tui to Town project includes:
•

information and publicity in the form of a brochure, website information and various media
articles and notices;

•

the collection of reported tui sightings in Blenheim and the Wairau Plain area through a web
based reporting system; and

•

funding assistance to plant areas of a minimum of 1,000 square metres or larger in the area.

18.

In the 2013 calendar year 75 sightings of tui were reported, bringing the total number of reported
sightings since 2008 to over 700. These sightings provide useful information about tui movement
and feeding patterns on the Wairau Plain.

19.

Six new Tui to Town plantings were funded in the 2013/14 financial year, bringing the total number
of plantings since 2008 to 38. Together, these have resulted in about 3.5 hectares of new habitat
being created. Along with other larger restoration and protection projects on the Wairau Plain,
these are contributing to a slight increase in area of habitat available to tui and other native fauna.

Comments
20.

The SNA project is a long term project, although the emphasis has now shifted from an initial focus
on identifying sites and collecting information through the ecological survey work carried out from
2001 to 2009, to a focus on on-going protection and monitoring work in these sites.

21.

On-going support and promotion of the protection of these areas through associated projects, such
as the native seed collection project and the Tui to Town project, is proving effective, along with an
on-going emphasis on awareness raising and information sharing through various events,
publications and forums.

22.

While the programme continues to be well supported by landowners with a steady number of
restoration and protection projects being undertaken, there is still huge potential for further work.
So far about 10% of the 708 identified sites have received any restoration or protection and it is
possible that other sites may be deteriorating in condition over time due to a range of threats and
pressures.
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23.

A monitoring programme to re-visit and assess a representative sample of these sites is being
developed and will be trialled in the 2014/15 year.

24.

The Tui to Town programme has been successful in raising awareness about indigenous
biodiversity and in promoting some habitat restoration through native planting on the Wairau Plain.
There is scope to extend this programme to other areas identified as Threatened Land
Environments in the Marlborough region.

Summary
25.

The SNA project is now largely focussed on on-going site protection work and also monitoring.
Ecological survey work continues at a very low level through landowner request.

26.

Since the project commenced in 2001 a total of 284 properties have been surveyed and
708 individual sites identified.

27.

Since the protection phases of the project commenced in 2003, a total of 81 site projects have
been undertaken, with one new project completed in the last year. An additional four projects were
prepared, but deferred for the current 2014/15 annual period for a range of reasons, and 18 other
projects were also supported (some of which are being staged over several years and have already
been counted as new projects in previous reports and some of which were minor follow up weed
control projects arising from the ongoing monitoring programme).

28.

This amounts to protection effort in about 10% of the sites identified. Continuing effort is required if
meaningful biodiversity gains are to be made in the region.

29.

Monitoring of a total of 25 sites where protection works have been previously carried out was
undertaken over the 2013/14 summer period.

30.

Further developments to the programme are proposed, including extending the area of the Tui to
Town programme so that funding support for native planting projects on private land can be
offered, and trialling a monitoring programme to re-visit and assess the extent and condition of a
representative sample of the more than 600 SNA sites that have been identified but remain
unmanaged.

RECOMMENDED
That the “Summary Report on the Results of the Significant Natural Areas Project 2013-2014” be
received.
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4. Report on Council’s Non-Regulatory Dairy Industry
Programme in Marlborough
(Clr Jerram) (Report prepared by Nicky Eade)

E355-008-004-04

Purpose
1.

The report provides an update on Council’s non-regulatory work with the dairy industry. This
includes the Dairy Farm Plan programme which was initiated in 2012 and other activities including
the establishment of a Dairy Working Group to promote improved integration with industry and
involvement in the Marlborough dairy monitor farm. This work sits alongside the regulatory
programme which is carried out by Council’s Compliance Team who will also be presenting the
annual dairy effluent compliance report at this meeting.

Background
2.

Councillors may recall an earlier presentation in March which provided background to the current
programme. To summarise, in 2011 Council decided to step up its collaboration with the dairy
industry (60 farms) and to allocate funding to a proactive voluntary programme to provide
environmental farm plans to dairy farmers, an extension of the programme delivered by the
NZ Landcare Trust in the Rai catchment from 2009.

3.

At that time the industry (both DairyNZ and Fonterra) were signalling an intention to increase the
emphasis on environmental performance with farmers. While there had been some progress
towards best practice, various stocktakes in 2011, including Council’s own compliance records,
water quality monitoring results, a Council commissioned report from NIWA, and an independent
MAF audit of industry Clean Streams Accord targets, showed that the performance of a number of
Marlborough farms was lagging.

4.

It is intended that new policy being developed by Council for the second generation resource
management plans will essentially require best practice aligned with industry standards. Over time
Council will also be required to set nutrient limits for specific catchments through the National
Policy Statement for Freshwater.

5.

The goal is to get all farmers operating at best practice level, with suitable farm infrastructure in
place and well informed about the day to day management required to ensure farms are operated
sustainably so that they can meet future Council and industry standards and requirements.

Comments
6.

After some investigation into the best way for Council to assist, the environmental farm plan
programme was initiated in 2012. This was a three year funded programme to deliver up to
30 farm plans to farmers to assist them move toward industry best practice standards. At the same
time a Regional Dairy Working Group was established to encourage collaboration and integration
and Council staff began regularly attending dairy industry workshops and the dairy monitor farm
meetings.

7.

The attached report provides some detail about each of these actions.

Regional Dairy Working Group
8.

The Regional Dairy Working Group includes representatives from Fonterra, DairyNZ, the Landcare
Trust, Federated Farmers and local dairy farmers, as well as Councillors and Council staff. The
group first met in May 2012 and has met regularly since then. It has proved to be a positive
initiative which encourages collaboration and understanding between the stakeholders.
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Environmental Dairy Farm Plan Programme
9.

This continued a programme that had been initiated and run by the NZ Landcare Trust in the Rai
area. This programme provided nine farm plans for farmers on a voluntary participation basis from
2009 - 20011. The same approach was used by Council, although a partial cost to farmers was
established ($1,500) and a system of annual follow up visits to check on farm plan progress was
also included. The farm plans are targeted at basic farm infrastructure upgrades so that best
practices can actually be utilised (for instance fencing to exclude stock from waterways, suitable
effluent storage and disposal systems, race ways and feed areas, etc).

10.

In the 2012/13 year six new farm plans were provided through the Council programme. In the
2013/14 year, and at the time of writing in the 2014/15 year, no further farm plans were requested
by farmers. Over this time most farmers have been very busy meeting the Fonterra fencing
deadline (December 2013) and many are also now receiving technical advice on effluent
management systems through the Fonterra Sustainability Advisor.

11.

A follow up round was carried out, with eight farm plan holders revisited (three earlier Landcare
plans and five of the six new Council farm plans) and the progress of actions assessed. The follow
up visits showed that about 60% of planned actions had been completed. Farmers visited were
generally positive about the farm plan process.

12.

Given the rapidly changing situation, it may be that the emphasis of the farm plans needs to be
adjusted to keep them relevant to farmers. A more targeted focus on nutrient management may be
more relevant.

Monitor Farm and Dairy NZ Workshops
13.

Staff have regularly attended the local monitor farm meetings and other relevant workshops run by
DairyNZ and presented information and updates on Council programmes from time to time.
Council also contributed 50% of the cost of a Sentek soil moisture sensor system on the monitor
farm to enable improved monitoring of ground conditions and to promote understanding and
discussion about irrigation and effluent disposal management.

14.

In 2013 a new voluntary industry accord was confirmed.

15.

About the same time Fonterra also launched a comprehensive environment programme for its
suppliers (all Marlborough dairy farmers), which set out three key areas – fencing of waterways,
nitrogen management and dairy effluent management.

16.

The first year the emphasis was on fencing of most waterways to exclude dairy cows. The
deadline for fencing was December 2013 and for any final work to be completed prior to the 2014
milking season due to commence on 1 August.

17.

The second year of the Fonterra Environment Programme (currently running) will emphasise
nitrogen management, including collection of good quality farm information and the production of
nitrogen leaching rates and conversion efficiency rates for all farmers so that they begin to gain an
understanding of their performance in this area. At this stage this is educational for farmers and is
in anticipation of future nutrient limit setting processes that will be implemented by regional and
unitary councils through the National Policy Statement on Freshwater.

18.

In relation to dairy effluent management, Fonterra is emphasising that all systems must comply
with Council requirements 365 days of the year. They are identifying farms with sub-standard
systems and are providing assistance to improve systems through an “Environmental Improvement
Plan” process.

Summary
19.

The Council is working closely with industry and farmers to work towards achieving environmental
best practice standards in the region.
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20.

However, the farm plan project has only had limited success in this regard as only six farmers have
participated in the Council programme. This may be the extent of farmers wanting to adopt a
proactive voluntary approach to upgrading their farm systems in partnership with a Council
programme.

21.

It is also possible that it has been “overtaken” by the Fonterra Environment Programme which has
proven to be very proactive over the last year or so, as described above. As suppliers to Fonterra,
farmers are bound to comply with the programme and most farmers were very busy completing
their waterway fencing by December 2013, with some outstanding work yet to be completed.
Fonterra, through its local Environmental Sustainability Officer, has also been providing advice on
dairy effluent upgrades using the industry pond storage calculator and Dairy NZ industry guidelines
and standards.

22.

It may be of more value to target the farm plans in this current financial year to the area of nutrient
management. This is an emerging and complex area that farmers, Council and rural professionals
are all in the process of developing skills and experience around.

23.

Staff will continue to engage with the dairy industry through the working group and involvement in
the DairyNZ monitor farm. Council’s environmental dairy farm plan programme may need to be
adjusted to remain relevant. Council’s dairy effluent compliance programme is also important so
that farmers receive a consistent message about current and future regulatory requirements.

RECOMMENDED
That the information be received.
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5. Dairy Effluent and Stream Crossings 2013/14
(also refer to separate attachment)

(Clr Barsanti) (Report prepared by Shelley Lines)

E330-001-004

Purpose
1.

This item sets out the findings of the 2013/2014 Dairyshed Effluent and Stream Crossing Survey
(summary report separately attached).

Background
2.

The dairy effluent and stream crossing survey is an annual audit which Council staff undertake on
Marlborough’s 61 dairy farms. Please note that during the 2013/2014 Dairy Survey only 58 dairy
farms were inspected. This was due to two dairy farms changing the activity to grazing pastures
only and one dairy farm being sold and the dairy activity ceased.

3.

The purpose of the survey is to promote good dairy effluent management; provide information to
the dairy farmers on dairy effluent systems and the best management practices; and to ensure
compliance with the Resource Management Plan rules and Resource Management Act 1991.

Comments
Dairyshed Effluent
4.

For Marlborough, being nationally consistent means that on the dairy effluent survey Council staff
checked compliance with the plan rules or resource consent. Full compliance means complying
with every rule in the plan or every condition of resource consent. In the past Council has taken an
effects based approach to monitoring dairy effluent.

Washdown Collection, Containment and Application Systems
5.

Under the Marlborough Sounds Resource Management Plan in regard to Rule 36.1.7.3 (f) the
washwater collection, containment and application system shall not be within 20 metres of any
surface waterbody. It was found during the 2013/2014 Dairyshed Effluent and Stream Crossing
Survey that the locations of the washwater collection, containment and application systems on
six farms were too close to waterways.

Ponds and Storage
6.

In order to avoid discharge of contaminants to groundwater or surface water, the Marlborough
Sounds Resource Management Plan rules require contingency measures to be in place in the
event of system failure or adverse climatic conditions. Under the Wairau/Awatere Resource
Management Plan each farm is assessed as part of the resource consent process. The plan rules
in both regions do not outline how much storage is required.

7.

In the Marlborough Sounds Management Plan area two farms did not have ponds. In the
Wairau/Awatere Plan area, eight farms did not have ponds.

Stream Crossings
8.

All high priority stream crossings should have been eliminated by 2009. There are three farms
remaining with four high priority stream crossings.

9.

It was expected that all high priority stream crossings would have been eliminated by the end of
2009. Resource consent to eliminate the remaining four high priority stream crossings have been
received by Council following enforcement action.

10.

It was expected that all low priority stream crossings would have been eliminated to coincide with
Fonterra’s new condition of supply which required all stream crossings to be eliminated and fencing
completed by the end of December 2013.
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11.

The diary survey findings were that there are still 45 low priority stream crossings remaining and
the fencing of waterways to exclude stock have not been completed.

Summary
12.

Council inspected 58 dairy farms. The dairy effluent issues that were noted from the survey were:
•

wastewater collection, containment and application systems on six farms were too close to
waterways;

•

there is a lack of back-up storage of effluent for adverse weather conditions;

•

there are still 49 stock stream crossings that need to be eliminated; and

•

the fencing of waterways to exclude stock needs to be completed.

RECOMMENDED
1.

That the “Dairyshed Effluent & Stream Crossing Survey 2013/2014” summary report be
received.

2.

That the “Dairyshed Effluent & Stream Crossing Survey 2013/2014” summary report be
released to the public, a copy sent to all dairy farmers and a copy be put on Council’s web
page.

3.

That any outstanding issues which need to be addressed from previous surveys, be
addressed during the 2014/2015 Dairyshed Effluent & Stream Crossing Survey.

4.

That the remaining stream crossings be a major focus during the 2014/2015 Dairy Survey
and enforcement action taken if necessary.
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6. Hearing and Determining Objections under the Dog
Control Act 1996
(Clr Arbuckle) (Report prepared by Kaye McIlveney)

E305-004-001

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to recommend to the Committee that the responsibility for hearing and
determining objections under the Dog Control Act 1996 be delegated to the Enforcement and
Prosecution Committee.

Background
2.

The Council has the power under the Dog Control Act to classify owners of dogs as probationary or
to disqualify them from owning dogs. The Council also has the power to classify dogs as menacing
or dangerous.

3.

A person who has been disqualified or classified as probationary, or whose dog has been classified
as menacing or dangerous, has the right to object to the classification or disqualification. The
owner has the right to a hearing on their objection.

4.

In August 2009, the Council delegated the power to hear and determine these objections to the
Animal Control Sub-Committee.

5.

In 2011, the Council delegated the power to make enforcement decisions to a committee made up
of the Chief Executive, the Manager Assets & Services and the District Solicitor. This followed a
report by the Auditor General that enforcement decisions should not be taken by councillors. The
Auditor-General stated:
“With regard to enforcing compliance…,I was concerned to note that councillors in all the regional
councils had some involvement either in deciding whether the council should prosecute or in
investigating a case once the decision to prosecute had been made. There are strong and
longstanding conventions against elected officials becoming involved in prosecution decisions. All
investigation and enforcement decisions on individual matters should be delegated to council staff
for an independent decision.”

6.

When the delegation to the Enforcement and Prosecution Committee was made, the objections
processes under the Dog Control Act were overlooked.

Comments
7.

The ability to classify and disqualify under the Dog Control Act is an enforcement power. The
responsibility to hear and determine objections to classifications and disqualifications is part of that
enforcement power.

8.

Following the Auditor-General’s view, it is more appropriate for the hearings to be undertaken and
the determination to be made by the Enforcement and Prosecution Committee than by a committee
of Councillors.

9.

The Animal Sub-Committee will retains its most important role - that of policy-maker.

Summary
10.

It is recommended that Council delegate its power under the Dog Control Act 1991 to hear and
determine objections to the Enforcement and Prosecution Committee as the decision should be
made by staff rather than elected officials.

RECOMMENDED
That the powers to hear and determine objections under sections 22 (probationary classification),
26 (disqualification), 31 (dangerous classification), 33B and 33D (menacing classification) of the
Dog Control Act 1996 be delegated to the Enforcement and Prosecution Committee.
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7. Review of the Regional Pest Management Strategy 2012 Update
(Clr Brooks) (Report prepared by Sarah Edmonds)

E315-002-005-01

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the progress that is being made on the major
review of the Regional Pest Management Strategy (RPMS) for Marlborough 2012.

Background
2.

The Committee will recall that, as a result of impending changes to the Biosecurity Act 1993,
Council approved a ‘roll-over’ of the existing RPMS, which occurred in 2012, and was termed the
minor review. It is also resolved to undertake a major review as the legislation changes were
adopted by central government.

3.

The legislation change to the Biosecurity Act 1993 that influences councils reviewing their RPMS
were adopted in September 2012. As part of this legislation change, a National Policy Direction
was to be produced. This is yet to finalised and adopted.

4.

While the legislation is being finalised, Council staff are still doing background work in preparation
for the time when formal review steps can be taken under the new legislation.

Comments
5.

Progress over the last few months has been slow and steady. The primary reason for the delay in
adoption of the National Policy Direction has been a substantial push for guidance material to be
published alongside it.

6.

At a national level, the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) has made progress on developing
guidance material to assist councils in adopting the requirements of the National Policy Direction.
So far their work to date on cost benefit analysis and good neighbour rules has been seen. In
preparing the guidance material, changes have been proposed to the National Policy Direction. It
is still uncertain as to when the National Policy Direction will be able to be finalised, although the
current indication is early 2015.

7.

The Council’s understanding of the future environment for pest management is developing as the
pest programmes are reviewed, the National Policy Direction requirements are applied and more
work from MPI is seen. It is clear that it is more than just adopting the new terminology and
applying it to the Council’s current pest programmes.

8.

Internally, work has been progressing well on the review of the existing pest programmes. The
Council has a good idea on what the proposed programmes and objectives will be for the current
pests that will most likely be included in the future Regional Pest Management Plan (RPMP).
However, there are some pest programmes that are proving more challenging to fit into the new
framework.

9.

The review is highlighting that the future RPMP has a very specific role to manage pests using a
regulatory approach. The Council’s biosecurity role is broader than just the pests that will be
managed through the RPMP. Thought will need to be given to the pests and functions that sit
alongside the RPMP to ensure a strategic approach is adopted to the Council’s biosecurity role.

10.

A collaborative project has been established between the South Island councils to work together in
working up common language and structure to future RPMPs. This platform is also being explored
to share costs that will be accrued when a thorough analysis of benefits and costs is required for a
given pest species.

11.

Staff from the Council have met with staff from the Department of Conservation to discuss the
current pest programmes where there is a collaborative approach. In the short term there is no
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change operationally to these programmes. Discussions will continue on how to best manage
them in the new regulatory environment.
12.

Work continues on documenting the proposed future pest programmes that will form the basis of
material to workshop with the Regional Pest Management Plan Review Sub-committee then
ultimately take to the community focus groups and stakeholders.

Summary
13.

Progress on the review has been slow and steady. Work is continuing on developing material for
review by the Regional Pest Management Plan Review Sub-committee. MPI is making progress
on developing the guidance material to assist with implementing the National Policy Direction.

RECOMMENDED
That the information be received.
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8. 2013/2014 Budget Carryovers
(Clr Jerram) (Report prepared by Christine Leslie)

F045-07-01

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to request that the attached carryovers for the Regulatory Department
be incorporated into the 2014/2015 budget.

Background
2.

A number of works scheduled for completion in 2013/2014 did not proceed (or were not completed)
for a variety of reasons.

3.

Details of these works are recorded on the schedule attached.

4.

There is no rating impact arising from the “carryover” action.

RECOMMENDED
That the 2014/2015 budget be amended to incorporate the Regulatory Department 2013/2014
carryovers.
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Request for Regulatory 2013/2014 Budget Carryovers to
2014/2015
Environmental Review Projects
Taylor River Water Quality
Coastal Monitoring Strategies
Marlborough Landscape group

55,000
71,753
8.000
134,753

Biosecurity – Regional Pest Control
RPS Review
Task Force Research
Wilding Pine
Chilean Needle Grass Management
Tb Free Contribution

25,000
15,000
10,000
45,000
10,000

105,000
Harbour Control
Risk Control Measures to Mitigate Harbour Hazards
Database and mapping development for harbour functions

429,152
160,000
589,152

Environmental Health
Food Premises Legislation Changes

100,000
100,000
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9. Motel Association Submission on the Annual Plan
(Clr Shenfield) (Report prepared by Bill East)

R450-001-020-01

Purpose
1.

This report addresses the submissions on the Annual Plan made by the Motel Association of
New Zealand and the Marlborough Motel Association. Both Associations submitted that Council is
exposing itself to risk by operating two separate safety regimes for commercial accommodation.

2.

This report deals only with the issues raised in regard to compliance with the Building Regulations,
Building Act 2004 and the New Zealand Building Code that were raised in the submissions.

Background
The Submission
3.

The Associations wish to create a level playing field where anyone who wishes to offer
accommodation does so on an equal footing with those that operate in the commercial sphere.
The Associations are concerned that under the present regime, the commercial sector is being
penalised because it has to adhere to the standards required for escape from fire and access and
facilities for those with disabilities, which is not applied to those operating in a similar business from
residential buildings.

4.

It is understood that this submission was made in reference to the provision of worker
accommodation in residential dwellings.

5.

Copy of submission attached.

Worker Accommodation Issues
6.

The Building Control unit of Council has had increased involvement with worker accommodation
issues since the early 2000s. This was a direct result of the increased demand on accommodation
for vineyard workers (both New Zealanders and overseas workers).

7.

A marked increase of complaints about inappropriate accommodation started to be received by the
Council from approximately 2004. As a result Building Control and the Compliance staff undertook
site visits and addressed individual property issues as they arose. This created a huge drain on
staffing and resources at the time.

8.

The Council recognised the requirement for better controls and considered an introduction of a
bylaw to assist in managing the increasing problem. Very quickly it was recognised that a bylaw
could not be created and attention was then concentrated on existing controls, including
compliance with the Building Regulations, Building Act 2004 and the New Zealand Building Code.

9.

The Council has also worked closely with the Department of Labour to develop a best practice
guide for accommodation buildings. The Council also produced the booklet “Accommodation
Guidelines - Seasonal Workers’ Accommodation” in June 2009 and these guidelines have been
adopted by the Labour Department to regulate the acceptability of accommodation.

Comments
Building Act, Regulations and Code
10.

The Building Code contains different rules for commercial accommodation such as motels and for
dwellings (whether rented or not). The Building Code is developed by central government.

11.

If the use of a building changes (say from residential to commercial), then a new building consent
and upgrading may be required. However, renting a dwelling does not in itself trigger this
requirement.
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12.

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) has issued a guidance note to
councils on how to deal with purpose built workers’ accommodation buildings. The guidance
allows councils discretion to not require the building to comply fully with the requirements for
access and facilities for the disabled. However all buildings must fully comply with the
requirements of means of escape from fire. If the owner of such a building wishes to use the
building for any other form of visitor accommodation in the off season the building must fully comply
with the requirements for both “access and facilities”, and “means of escape from fire”.

13.

Current practice is that dwellings used under the Registered Seasonal Employers (RSE) scheme to
accommodate workers are treated as residential dwellings where the workers are “living as a single
household or family”. This is no different to that of a student flat or any other flatting arrangement.
The people living in this type of situation pay their share of the overall rent and live together long
term. For RSE that can be up to 5 to 6 months.

14.

Accommodation will be treated as commercial and the stricter requirements will be imposed if:
(a)

Rooms are individually separated by locks and rented out separately under separate
agreements whether informal or formal; or

(b)

Additional kitchens have been added without Building Consent to allow for separation of
living areas.

15.

If overcrowding occurs resulting in the sanitary facilities failing to cope with their loading, the
building will be considered insanitary and Building Control would be able to take action to require
an owner to remedy the situation.

16.

There is very little the Council can do to pursue this matter further under the current Building Act
that it is not doing already.

17.

The Motel Association should be advised that MBIE is the organisation best placed to address their
concerns.

RECOMMENDED
1.

That the information be received.

2.

That Council respond to the Motel Association of New Zealand and the Marlborough Motel
Association to advise that any changes in which Council deals with this issue need to be
made at a central government level and therefore the Associations should raise their
concerns with the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment.
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10. Information Package
RECOMMENDED
That the Regulatory Department Information Package dated 4 September 2014 be received and
noted.
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